INCREASED RESPIRATORY SYNCYTIAL VIRUS BURDEN LEADS TO MORE RAPID CELL DEATH IN PHE508DEL BRONCHIAL EPITHELIAL CELLS

Methods
Pahe508del CFTR cells showed significantly greater and more rapid CPE by RSV (0.1 and 1 MOI) compared to WT cells. Viral burden was increased in the Phe508del cells each day up to 7 days post infection. The levels of intracellular RSV genetic material determined by PCR were also increased by 4.0 ± 0.2 (mean of MOIs ± SD) fold at 12 hours post infection in CF cells compared to WT. It was confirmed that increased levels of viral RNA led to increased intracellular viral proteins. Virus shedding determined by PCR in the supernatant at 24 hours post infection was also increased by 10.7 ± 5.0 fold in CF cells. There was no evidence of increased RSV attachment to CF cells.

Conclusion
RSV causes CPE in bronchial epithelial cells expressing the T2R38 receptor on airway cilia (J Clin Invest, 2012;122:4145–49). Intracellular RSV proteins were measured by western blot.

S75 THE T2R38 BITTER TASTE RECEPTOR AS A MODIFIER OF HOST RESPONSE TO PSEUDOMONAS AERUGINOSA IN CYSTIC FIBROSIS: DOES T2R38 GENOTYPE IMPACT ON CLINICAL OUTCOMES?

Methods
Patients over 6 years with CF were genotyped for polymorphisms in the TAS2R38 gene. Pa infection status was determined by review of all respiratory cultures during 2014 and assigned according to Leeds criteria as chronic, intermittent, Pa free or never. Only patients with ≥3 cultures/year were included in analysis. Lung function data was obtained from CF annual reviews during 2014.

Results
T2R38 receptor genotypes were obtained for 271 patients: 83 (30.6%) AVI/AVI, 44 (16.2%) PAV/PAV, 116 (42.8%) AVI/PAV and 28 (10.3%) AVI/other or PAV/other. Between AVI/AVI, PAV/PAV and AVI/PAV groups there was no significant difference in median age, gender or p.Phe508del CFTR mutation frequency. By T2R38 genotype, there was no significant difference in the proportion of patients in each Pa infection category. In patients with intermittent or chronic Pa there was no significant difference by T2R38 genotype in mean percent predicted FEV1 or FVC.

Conclusion
T2R38 genotype does not appear to modify Pa infection in people with CF, or to modify lung disease severity in people with CF and intermittent or chronic Pa infection. Further work is underway to investigate T2R38-dependant responses to Pa in vitro.

ENDOPLASMIC RETICULUM STRESS CORRELATES WITH FIBROSIS IN INTERSTITIAL LUNG DISEASE

Methods
In interstitial lung disease (ILD), pulmonary fibrosis is associated with a poor prognosis. Distinct histological features differentiate between the ILDs, however it is unknown if there are shared pathogenic mechanisms for the development of fibrosis. Endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress has been implicated in the pathogenesis of familial and sporadic idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF). In response to ER stress, cells trigger the integrated stress response and upregulate chaperones, such as BiP, and the phosphatase GADD34, which can regulate EMT, cell proliferation and survival.

Aims
We hypothesise that ER stress may be involved in the pathogenesis of fibrosis in all interstitial lung diseases.

Paraffin embedded lung biopsy sections from 8 patients with familial pulmonary fibrosis, 11 sporadic idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF), 12 non-specific interstitial pneumonia (NSIP) and 10 hypersensitivity pneumonitis (HP) were evaluated for BiP and GADD34 by immunohistochemistry. Using light microscopy; 6